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Celebrating 35 years of service, fellowship, leadership, and scholarship.
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Phi Theta Kappa Induction Ceremony  
April 19, 2017  
Academic Processional

Welcome  Greg Fallon, Associate Dean, Learning Resources
Greetings  Dr. Steven M. Rose, PCCC President

Introduction of Ceremony  Professor Jennifer Gasparino, Instructor, Human Services, PTK Faculty Advisor

Alpha Eta Chi History  Yemely Ventura, Historian

Welcome Alumni  Kelly Gutierrez, President, Alumni Chapter  Miguel DeJesus, Vice President, Alumni Chapter

Guest Speaker  Allyson Smith, 2008 PTK Graduate

Presentation of 2017 All-USA Community College Academic Team  Professor Gasparino

Presentation of Hallmarks  Professor Gasparino  Rayniery Gomez, PTK President

Service & Gratitude Awards  Rayniery Gomez, PTK President

Presentation of Honorary Member  Doris Pagan, PTK Secretary

Presentation of 5-Star Competitive Edge Members  Kristen Livria, PTK Vice President

Presentation of Graduates  Professor Gasparino  Rayniery Gomez, PTK President  Doris Pagan, PTK Secretary

Chapter Cheer  Tabitha-Anne Bloodsaw, Pruvi Pierre, and Ricky McMillian

Installation of 2017-2018 Executive Board  Professor Gasparino  2016-2017 Executive Board

Presentation of Regalia  Rayniery Gomez, PTK President  O’Shane Williams, PTK Executive Public Relations Officer  Doris Pagan, PTK Secretary  Kenny Juarez, PTK Paterson Public Relations Officer  Tabitha-Anne Bloodsaw, SGA Vice-President

Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society Pledge  Rayniery Gomez, PTK President  Kristen Livria, PTK Vice President  Doris Pagan, PTK Secretary  Alex Medina-Sosa, PTK Treasurer

Welcome of New Inductees  Professor Gasparino

Closing Remarks  Dr. Jacqueline Kineavy, Senior Vice President for Academic and Student Affairs
2017 Phi Theta Kappa Inductees

Mohammad Abruss  Philip Eriksson  Gerri Lewis  Sarah Raigoza
Yolanda Adams-Curry  Rafatu Erskine  Rafael Lopez  Theresa Ramos
Emel Akkurt  Diana Estevez  Rosa Luciani  Juliana Reade
Osayd Alchorbaji  Daniel Facundo  Carlos Macazana  Yohany Reyes
Erik Amaro  Vogue Faison  Yocelyn Madrid  Leslie Rivera
Cameron Ameye  Laila Fakhruddin  Danielle Mainardi  Angel Rivera
Jennifer Atieh  Barbara Febles  Allison Mallari  Angellie Rodriguez
Ase Awari  Jeanette Feliz  Lashayna Malone  Yulisbeth Rojas
Nour Awari  Sarah Feraidon  Aya Matari  Magali Romero
Ahmad Basuf  Milton Figueroa  Frank Matalis  Juneva-Marie Roque
Mahendra Bhokal  Christopher Ford  Samantha Maurer  Kimberly Rozon
Keyner Botero  Leyla Ganchi  Michael Medina  Osanna Sadih
Briana Brito  Justine Garcia  Alex Medina-Sosa  Rosario Santiago
Neshka Brooks  Michelle Garrido  Alma Mekshi  Timothy Schutte
Sean Cahily  Krista Gentle  Elizabeth Mendoza  Debra Schwinge
Syrah Candame  Marissa Garrido  Henry Mendoza  Rebecca Seitz
Marcia Cantillo  manhãs Gerbino  Elizabett Mendoza  Alexandra Sevillano
Francheska Capellan  Haya Ghalyeh  Darison Gonzalez  Donika Shkembi
Ana Casado  Cortlandt Graham  Nicole Gravier  Amjad Shono
Solange Casiano  Jennifer Greco  Rachel Gutierrez  Alexis Smith
Azmer Chowdhury  Maria Guzman  Maria Miranda  Ashley Smith
Daniel Cintron  Taylor Hageman  Eddie Montani  Laura Socci
Diana Contreras  Kenyell Hardy  Melissa Moore-Stewart  Pnina Socolezsky Tal
Luz Contreras  Domshanika Hatcher  Chemiere Morales  David Soffer
Joshua Copeland  Austin Haupert  Tyler Murphy  Anne Claire Soriano
Lisette Cordero  Naomi Ho  Hamzah Mustafa  Gabrielle Super
Mayra Cortez  Tara Iacovitti  Debayyoti Naha  Albanery Suriel
Katrina Cruz  Muhammad Izziroski  Alishia Nauta  Lisa Tanis
Richard Cruz  Tamara Jackson  Juliana Nunez  Katherine Tapia
Tareck Dalco  Omar Janouk  Eman Odeh  Apolinar Taverz
Daniel Davis  Raul Jaramillo  Nkechele Okafor  Rupert Tangco
Shalyce Davis  Wojciech Jaronczyk  Elizabeth Okoko  Lauren Tiemers
Bryan Daza  Maria Jimenez  Veronica Oquendo  Lilianny Toledo
Chloe De Palma Farr  Stephanie John  Karla Ortiz  Maria Torres Cinto
Kristina Delaj  Tamara Jackson  Maximina Ortiz  Jessica Vargas
Yasmin Delgado  Omar Janouk  Nicole Owens  Mayling Vargas
Patrick Della Penna  Raul Jaramillo  Desiree Packard  Steven Vasquez
Paul Denard  Wojciech Jaronczyk  Jigar Patel  Rebecca Velazquez
Daniella Deposki  Maria Jimenez  Wildre Paulino  Xhovana Veli
Shantee Diaz Santos  Stephanie John  Andrea Paz  Rodrigo Vidal
Miko DiGiacomo  Rivka Kaplan  James Perrotta  Snezana Vranesivic
Maria Dinella  Dejia Kennedy  Jeremy Perry  Matthew Wheeler
Adrienne Dollar  Tanzim Khan  Natalie Puente  Shaye White
Sima Elali  Korshie Kwawu  Farah Qaqish  Mercedes Zambrano
Fredrik Eriksson  Rosibel Lagunas  Juan Quiroz  Raquel Raez

The purpose of Phi Theta Kappa shall be to recognize and encourage scholarship among two-year college students.

To achieve this purpose, Phi Theta Kappa shall provide opportunity for the development of leadership and service, for an intellectual climate for exchange of ideas and ideals, for lively fellowship for scholars, and for stimulation of interest in continuing academic excellence.